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DNA-protein interactions under random jump conditions
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We model the site-specific association of a protein molecule with DNA as a random walk with random
jumps. Results show that the simultaneous occurrence of processes such as sliding, hopping, and intersegmen-
tal transfer can facilitate the diffusion-controlled site-specific association rate. We have also shown that sliding
would dominate at lower DNA length, whereas at higher lengths hopping and intersegmental transfer would
dominate. Apart from this, we predict that the association rate is directly proportional to the size of nonspecific
DNA that flanks the specific site. These results are consistent with the experimental observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recognition of a specific sequence of DNA among a v
excess of structurally similar nonspecific sequences by a
tein, by another DNA, or by a RNA is an important pheno
enon in molecular biology, especially in the processes s
as initiation of replication, i.e., recognition of an origin o
replication by DNA polymerase and initiation of transcri
tion, i.e., recognition of a promoter sequence by RNA po
merase~Refs. @1–13#!. Earlier theoretical models suggeste
that a protein could find its target site on DNA in solutio
condition simply by a one step diffusion process as given
scheme I.

E1D↔
k2

k1

EDa ~scheme I!.

Here, E denotes the protein,D denotes its target site o
DNA, and k1 (mol21 s21) and k2 (s21) are the respective
rate constants. According to scheme I, the DNA-protein
teraction is a kind of three dimensional diffusion controll
reaction under electrostatic potential, where DNA is ne
tively charged due to the presence of phosphate groups
the protein is positively charged due to the presence of b
amino acids such as lysine and arginine~Refs.@5#!. But the
diffusion controlled association rate has a theoretical up
limit in the order of;109 M21 s21, which is;10–20 times
lower than the observed rate~Refs.@14#, @15#!, that is, in the
order of ;1010 M21 s21. Moreover, experiments onEs-
cherichia coli lac repressor-operator system~Ref. @15#!
showed an increasing magnitude of dissociation rate cons
with decreasing length of operator containing DNA and
association rate showed a turn over dependency on salt
centration. Later these paradoxes were resolved by assu
a two-step model with transient intermediate~Ref. @15#!,

E1D↔
k2

k1

EDa↔
k4

k3

EDb ~scheme II!.
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HereEDa denotes the first nonspecifically bound weak co
plex, EDb denotes the strongly bound comple
K1 (mol21 andK15k1 /k2) is the dissociation constant fo
the first step, andk3 (sec21) andk4 (sec21) are the respec-
tive forward and reverse rate constants for the second s
According to this model, the protein molecule nonspec
cally binds to DNA to form the weak complexEDa , and
then searches along the DNA for the specific site by
following facilitating mechanisms~Fig. 1!, to form the
strongly bound complexEDb .

~i! Association and dissociation. The protein molecule
searches for the specific site by continuously attaching
detaching from DNA, and therefore it is a random diffusion
search. This is a kind of macroscopic process, where

FIG. 1. Different searching modes of protein molecules for th
recognition site on a supercoiled DNA, where dark-color ellip
represents the initial position of protein molecules and light-co
ellipse represents the final position.~a! Sliding: step size is unit base
pair. ~b! Hopping: step size is few base pairs.~c! Intersegmental
transfer: step size is few hundred to few thousand base pairs
this is possible only when two distal parts of the DNA come clos
©2004 The American Physical Society11-1
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associated protein molecule dissociates completely,
comes out of the electrostatic potential, and reassoci
again either at the same site or at a different site with eq
probabilities.

~ii ! Intersegmental transfer. The protein molecule bound
at one end jumps to another end of the same DNA latt
Therefore, this is possible only in a supercoiled/conden
DNA, where two distal parts can come closer through a r
closure event. Since this process requires the segmenta
tion of DNA, the rate of transfer of protein from one segme
to another is retarded by segmental diffusion. Here o
should note that the protein molecule is exchanged betw
two distal segments of same DNA through the ring clos
event without any macroscopic dissociation.

~iii ! Hopping. Microscopic association and dissociatio
where the dissociated protein molecule is still in the vicin
of DNA, i.e., in the electrostatic potential. Here the step s
is few base pairs and therefore, this happens only in
linear DNA and thus the bending motion of DNA as in ca
of intersegmental transfer is not necessary.

~iv! Sliding. Transfer of the protein along the conto
length of DNA, which is a one-dimensional random wa
with a unit step size. This is different from hopping in a w
that the protein is still under nonspecifically bound conditio
i.e., it is not microscopically dissociated.

~v! Correlated walk. Asymmetric one-dimensional wal
along the DNA lattice with unit step size, with a strong e
ergy correlation towards the specific site~Ref. @14#!. Here
each movement of the protein along DNA is decided by
energy correlation between initial and final positions of p
tein. Positive correlations will favor the move towards t
specific site, whereas negative correlations will resist
move and therefore it is a kind of energetically driven sl
ing.

The extent of hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic inter
tions between the specific sites of DNA and the protein
termines the binding specificity~Refs.@16#!. Here one should
note that the free energy of specific binding is the sum of
free energy of nonspecific binding and the excess free en
due to specific hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic inter
tions. It was argued earlier~Refs.@14#, @15#! that an energy
correlation towards the specific site was necessary to exp
the observed target-finding rate (;1010 M21 s21). This kind
of energy driven searching mechanism was named as en
correlated walk~Ref. @14#!. The nature and the existence
energy correlation is still under debate due to fact that so
no such free energy correlations which could drive the p
tein molecule towards the specific site were observed al
the DNA sequences, though a sequence correlation was
served along the DNA~Refs. @17#!. Other drawbacks in the
earlier models are as follows. Here the processes suc
association-dissociation, sliding, and hopping were treate
independent phenomena. But in the real situation it is v
difficult to partition them because a sliding protein-molecu
may suddenly hop or may undergo intersegmental tran
especially when it meets another protein molecule in
search path, i.e., switching from sliding to hopping or ho
ping to intersegmental transfer is itself a stochastic quan
Therefore, a generalized random walk with random ju
01191
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model is necessary to describe such kind of stochastic
tions. In this paper we will show that the correlated moti
assumption is not necessary and the random walk with
dom jumps itself is enough to explain the rate enhancem
of specific binding of protein to DNA in solution condition
The organization of this paper is as follows. First we w
describe the stochastic motion of protein molecule alo
DNA as a random walk with a fixed step size, from which w
will prove that independent occurrence of sliding, hoppin
and intersegmental transfer cannot facilitate the associa
rate. Then we will generalize the stochastic motion of prot
along DNA as a random walk with random jumps, fro
which we will show that the random jump condition itself
enough to facilitate the association rate. Finally, we will d
cuss some of the consequences of this model in relatio
the evolution of supramolecular structure of DNA.

II. SITE-SPECIFIC ASSOCIATION OF PROTEIN
WITH DNA

In the following section, we will derive the expression fo
the positional mean and positional variance of protein m
ecule when it undergoes a stochastic motion along the D
lattice with a fixed step size.

A. Random walk with a fixed step size

Let us assume that a protein molecule is undergoin
one-dimensional random walk with step size ofm base pairs
along the DNA ofN base pairs in length and the specific s
lies atpth base pair, where the inequality 0,x,p,N holds.
Let us denote its present coordinate position asx and the
position at timet50 as x0 . The corresponding transition
probabilities in an infinitesimal timeDt can be written as
follows:

P~x→x1m!5wmDt,

P~x→x2m!5w2mDt,

P~x→x!5@12~wm1w2m!Dt#. ~1!

Here wm denotes the transition rate of protein molecule
wards the specific site andw2m is its transition rate away
from the specific site andP’s are the corresponding transitio
probabilities. The birth-death master equation describing
probability of finding the protein molecule at an arbitra
positionx in time t thus becomes

] tP~x,t !5 lim
Dt→0

P~x,t1Dt !2P~x,t !

Dt
5wmP~x2m,t !

1w2mP~x1m,t !2~wm1w2m!P~x,t !. ~2!

Equation~2! takes simpler form upon introducing the gene
ating function asG(s,t)5Sx50

x0 sxP(x,t). Now Eq.~2! trans-
forms to a simpler form as
1-2
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]sG~s,t !5G~s,t !H wms2m1w2m2~wm1w2m!sm

sm J .

~3!

The solution of Eq.~3! for the initial condition G(s,0)
5sx0 @becauseP(x0,0)51] can be given as

G~s,t !5sx0 expH t
wms2m1w2m2~wm1w2m!sm

sm J . ~4!

To obtain the probability distribution functionP(x,t), one
has to expand Eq.~4! in series of powers ofs and then find
the limit ass→1. Since Eq.~4! has an essential singularity a
s50, a Taylor series expansion is not possible. Howeve
can be expanded in a Laurent series and thereforeP(x,t) can
be given as

P~x,t !5 lim
s→1

H 1

2p i (
n50

x

snE
C1

G~s8,t !

s8n11 ds

1
1

2p i (
n52x

21

snE
C2

G~s8,t !

s8n11 dsJ . ~5!

Here the contoursC1 and C2 form a concentric shell such
that C1 encloses the singular points50 andC2 is such that
0,s,R, where 0,R<1. We are interested in the position
mean and positional variance of protein molecule, which
be obtained as follows:

^x&5 lim
s→1

]sG~s,t !5x01m~wm2w2m!t, ~6!

Var$x%5 lim
s→1

]s
2G~s,t !2@ lim

s→1
]sG~s,t !#21 lim

s→1
]sG~s,t !

5m2~wm1w2m!t. ~7!

Equation ~6! clearly shows that the protein molecule w
move either towards the specific site~p! or away from it~i.e.,
^x&5x01muwm2w2mut if wm.w2m and ^x&5x02muwm
2w2mut if wm,w2m) depending on the magnitude of tra
sition rates (wm and w2m), which is also directly propor-
tional to the step sizem. Moreover, Eq.~7! indicates disper-
sion in the probability distributionP(x,t) with time t, which
is directly proportional to square of the step sizem. Now,
using the mean first passage time~abbreviated as MFPT!
formalism, we will calculate the site-specific association r
of a protein with DNA in the following section.

B. Site-specific association rate under a fixed step-size conditio

When the protein molecule is confined to a domain su
that 0<x<p with @] tP(x,t)#x5050, i.e., reflecting bound-
ary atx50 and@P(x,t)#x5p50, i.e., an absorbing boundar
at x5p, the mean first passage time required for the prot
molecule to escape from the domain@0,p#, i.e., to find the
target site, can be easily calculated from the Fokker-Pla
equation~FPE! analog of Eq.~2! as follows. The FPE corre
sponding to Eq.~2! can be written as~Ref. @18#!
01191
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] tP~x,t !52]x@a1P~x,t !#1 1
2 ]x

2@a2P~x,t !#, ~8!

where a15m(wm2w2m) and a25m2(wm1w2m) are the
corresponding drift vector and diffusion matrix. Now defi
ing b(z)5exp$*0

p(2a1 /a2)dz%, the MFPT can be shown to b

T~x!52E
x

r

b~y!21dyE
0

y

b~z!a2
21dz. ~9!

Evaluating the integrals in Eq.~9! we obtain

T~x!5
a2

4a1
2 H expS 4a1p

a2
D2expS 2a1p

a2
D2expS 4a1x

a2
D

1expS 2a1x

a2
D J . ~10!

Equation ~2! is a general case where the forward and
reverse transition rates are arbitrary. We can define the
croscopic equilibrium constant asKeq5wm /w2m5e2DG/RT

whereDG ~kcal/mol base pairs! is the correlation free en
ergy along the DNA lattice. If there is no such correlatio
energy, then it is obvious thatKeq51. Whenwm5w2m , then
T(x)5(p22x2)/2m2wm and thus the average rate of escap
which is simply the rate of association, becomesr Kave

5p(*0
pT(x)dx)2153m2wm /p2. Since the maximum pos

sible diffusion controlled rate iswm;109 M21 s21, to get a
tenfold increase, a step size ofm5(10p2/3)0.5.p is neces-
sary, which is clearly impossible. This is because, accord
to two-state model, the protein first binds nonspecifica
with DNA and then searches for its specific site under n
specifically bound condition. Therefore requirement of a s
size, which is more than the length of DNA, contradicts t
two-state models. Here, step sizem51 denotes sliding, mod-
eratem values denote hopping, and higherm values denote
intersegmental transfer. In the following section we w
show that the simultaneous occurrence of sliding, hopp
and intersegmental transfer in the search process can
enhance the site-specific association rate. First we will de
the expressions for the positional mean and positional v
ance of protein molecule on DNA under random jump co
dition.

C. Random walk with random jump

Let us assume that a protein molecule is present atxth
position of a DNA lattice ofN base pairs in length andx01th
position at timet50, which is now undergoing a random
jump with a maximum jump size ofk, and the specific site is
located atpth base pair, where the inequality 0,x01,p
,N holds. A random jump with sizek base pairs includes th
possibility of all the jumps withink, and therefore includes
the simultaneous occurrence of sliding, hopping, and in
segmental transfers. Now, the probability of finding the p
tein at thexth base pair such that 0,x,p,N, at timet can
be obtained from the following generalized birth-death m
ter equation:
1-3
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] tP~x,t !5(
i 51

k

@wi P~x2 i ,t !1w2 i P~x1 i ,t !2~wi

1w2 i !P~x,t !#. ~11!

Here,wi is the transition rate of protein towards the spec
sitep, andw2 i is the transition rate away fromp with a jump
size of i base pairs wherei is such that 1< i<k, k is the
maximum jump size andP’s are corresponding transitio
probabilities. We are summing over all values ofi ,k due to
the fact that a jump size ofk includes all the possibilities
within k. Now, defining the generating functionG(s,t)
5(x50

x0 sxP(x,t) as in the earlier section, Eq.~11! simplifies
to

] tG~s,t !5G~s,t !(
i 51

k H wis
2i1w2 i2~wi1w2 i !s

i

si J .

~12!

Using the initial condition asP(x01,0)51, i.e., G(s,0)
5sx01, the solution of Eq.~11! can be written as

G~s,t !5sx01 expS t(
i 51

k H wis
2i1w2 i2~wi1w2 i !s

i

si J D .

~13!

As in the preceding section, the probability distribution fun
tion can be expressed in terms of a Laurent series as

P~x,t !5 lim
s→1

H 1

2p i (
n50

x

snE
C1

G~s8,t !

s8n11 ds

1
1

2p i (
n52x

21

snE
C2

G~s8,t !

s8n11 dsJ , ~14!

where the contoursC1 andC2 form a concentric shell such
that C1 encloses the singular points50 andC2 is such that
0,s,R, where 0,R<1. The positional mean and pos
tional variance of the protein molecule on DNA lattice
time t can be shown to be

^x&5 lim
s→1

]sG~s,t !5x011t(
i 51

k

i ~wi2w2 i !, ~15!

Var$x%5 lim
s→1

]s
2G~s,t !1^x&2^x&2

5t2H (
i 51

k

i 2~wi2w2 i !
21 (

i , j , j 51

k

i ~wi2w2 i !

3 j ~wj2w2 j !J 1tH 2x01(
i 51

k

i ~wi2w2 i !

12(
i 51

k21

i ~ i 21!~w2 i1wi 11!1k~k11!w2kJ .

~16!
01191
-

From Eq.~15!, we can conclude that depending on the fo
ward and reverse transition rates the protein molecule wil
driven towards or away from the specific site, which is line
with time. Equation~16! clearly shows a time dependen
dispersion of the probability distribution function. Now, i
the following section, we will calculate the site-specific a
sociation rate under random jump condition.

D. Site-specific association rate under random jump condition

The MFPT taken by protein molecule to reachp, starting
from anyx,p, by a random jump process can be obtain
from Eqs.~8! and ~9! as follows:

T~x,k!5
a2

4a1
2 H expS 4a1p

a2
D2expS 2a1p

a2
D2expS 4a1x

a2
D

1expS 2a1x

a2
D J , ~17!

wherea15( i 51
k i (wi2w2 i) and a25( i 51

k i 2(wi1w2 i) are
the corresponding drift and diffusion terms. The proble
simplifies when one of the following conditions holds.

Case I. wi5w2 i , wiÞwj . These conditions can be un
derstood as follows. Since we are interested in an unbia
search, i.e., no energy correlation towards the target
(Keq5wi /w2 i51), we can insist upon the conditionwi
5w2 i . The second conditionwiÞwj is true in case of a
linear DNA due to the fact that without a macroscopic d
sociation, hopping, and intersegmental transfers are not
ported. These conditions hold well for the interaction
prokaryotic RNA polymerase with its DNA during transcrip
tion initiation where DNA is almost linear due to simulta
neous occurrence of transcription and the translation~Ref.
@13#!. Under these conditions Eq.~12! simplifies to

] tG~s,t !5G~s,t !(
i 51

k H wi

s2i1122si

si J . ~18!

The solution of Eq.~18! for same initial condition as in the
previous case becomes

G~s,t !5sx01 expS (
i 51

k H wi

s2i1122si

si J D . ~19!

Now the mean and variance ofx can be shown to be

^x&5 lim
s→1

]sG~s,t !5x01, ~20!

Var$x%5 lim
s→1

]s
2G~s,t !1^x&2^x&252t(

i 51

k

wi i
2. ~21!

From Eqs.~20! and~21! we can conclude that the position
mean does not evolve with time whereas the positional v
ance evolves linearly with time. Using Eqs.~8! and ~9!, the
MFPT for a jump sizek can be given as
1-4
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T~x,k!5
1

a2
~p22x2!, ~22!

wherea252( i 51
k i 2wi .

Case II. wi5w2 i , wi5wj5w. The first condition is in-
sisted to account for an unbiased jump. The conditionwi
5wj is true when the protein molecule interacts with
closely packed/supercoiled DNA, where two distal segme
of DNA come closer by a ring closure event, so that t
protein molecule can either jump from one segment to
other segment or slide/hop within the same segment w
equal probabilities. In other words, the protein molecule c
undergo sliding, hopping, or intersegmental transfer w
equal probabilities, which is possible only in case of
closely packed structure. Moreover, recent studies sho
that proteins themselves induced the bending motion of D
~Bruinsma in Ref.@5#!. These conditions are true in case
interaction of eukaryotic~e.g., plants and animals! RNA
polymerase with its DNA in the process of transcription in
tiation where the DNA is closely packed/supercoiled. Und
these conditions, Eq.~12! becomes

] tG~s,t !5wG~s,t !(
i 51

k H s2i1122si

si J
5wG~s,t !H ~112k!~12s!2s2k2sk11

s21 J .

~23!

The solution of Eq.~23! with same initial condition as in
case I can be given as

G~s,t !5sx01 expS wt(
i 51

k H s2i1122si

si J D . ~24!

Now the mean and variance ofx becomes

^x&5 lim
s→1

]sG~s,t !5x01, ~25!

Var$x%5 lim
s→1

]s
2G~s,t !1^x&2^x&252wt(

i 51

k

i 2. ~26!

As in case I, Eqs.~25! and~26! clearly indicate the invarian
nature of positional mean and linear evolution of positio
variance with time. Now the MFPT for a jump size ofk can
be given as

T~x,k!5
1

a2
~p22x2!5

3~p22x2!

k~k11!~2k11!w
. ~27!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Generally, the genomic DNA present inside a living cell
longer in length compared to the dimensions of the cell its
~e.g., in the case ofE. coli, the DNA length is a few centi-
meters whereas the cell’s dimension is a few micromete!.
Therefore, underin vivo conditions the genome is close
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packed via forming higher structural elements such as su
coils. Due to this fact the conditionwi5w2 i , wi5wj5w
approximately holdsin vivo, which is simply the random
walk with random jump with equal probabilities~case II!.
The requirement of this fact for a living cell can be visua
ized as follows. A nonspecifically bound protein molecu
primarily can slide (jump size51) along the DNA, but needs
to hop whenever it finds a small barrier such as another p
tein molecule and jump to a distal part whenever there i
ring closure event of DNA~otherwise the protein molecul
may get trapped in a nonspecifically bound form which
lethal to the organism!. But the random jump size~k! de-
pends on the amount of higher structural elements prese
DNA, which varies from organism to organism. Therefor
for an arbitrary jump sizek, which includes all the possibili-
ties of simultaneous occurrence of sliding, hopping, and
tersegmental transfer, the average~over x! site-specific asso-
ciation rate of protein with DNA underin vivo condition is
approximately given by@from Eq. ~27!#

r Kave5w
k~k11!~2k11!

2p2 , ~28!

whereas the site unspecific association rate~here it is just
equal tow! is the diffusion controlled rate. One also shou
note that

lim
p→N

r Kave5w
k~k11!~2k11!

2N2 . ~29!

Therefore to get a tenfold enhancement ofw, a jump size of
k>2N0.67,N is needed~using the relationr Kave510w),
which is clearly acceptable and suggests that at higheN
values @Fig. 2~a!# the contribution of sliding is negligible
@e.g., for N5100 base pairs, sliding~i.e., a unit step size!
contributes only (100/k)550310020.67;2.5%], whereas
other mechanisms such as hopping and intersegmental t
fer are the dominating ones. Variation of jump size requir
to enhance the diffusion controlled association rate to ten
with respect to the DNA length is shown in Fig. 2~b!, which
clearly indicates that asN increases, the intersegmental tran
fer dominates, whereas at lowerN values sliding and hop-
ping dominate. These results suggest that a simultaneou
currence of sliding, hopping, and intersegmental trans
mechanisms is necessary to facilitate the diffusion-contro
association rate. This is also true underin vivo conditions
due to the fact that inside the living cell a large number
proteins varying in size, shape, and affinity are interact
with a single DNA molecule whose specific sites are a
different. Therefore searching process of a particular pro
molecule for its specific site by pure sliding will be fre
quently hindered by other protein molecules present in
search path thus reducing the search efficiency, which is
sastrous to the organism~Ref. @15#!. Thus hopping and inter-
segmental transfer are essential to avoid the protein-pro
collisions in the course searching. Ifk;Nd where 2/3<d
<1, one can easily show thatr Kave>wNh ~where 0<h
<1), i.e.,r Kave}N, which is the usual observation in DNA
protein binding studies, i.e., the association rate is dire
proportional to length of nonspecific DNA, which is flankin
the specific site~Ref. @15# and Engler in Ref.@4#!. Moreover,
1-5
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Fig. 3 clearly shows that when the size of DNA~N! and the
jump size are independent, at sufficiently higher values oN
andk, r Kave is almost a constant quantity that is not true
the real situation and thus proves the validity of the relat

FIG. 2. ~a! Variation of required jump sizek;2N0.67 base pairs,
i.e., to enhance the diffusion controlled association rate of DN
protein binding to tenfold, with the size of DNA~N base pairs!.
Here a random jump size ofk means after a unit jump fromx0th
base pair of DNA, the protein can be found anywhere in the ra
of x06k. ~b! Variation of percentage occurrence (PS;50N20.67) of
sliding with the size of DNA~N in base pairs! which clearly indi-
cates that at lowerN values sliding dominates whereas at higherN
values other processes such as hopping and intersegmental tra
are the dominating ones.
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2N0.67<k<N. Though the size of genomic DNA varies from
organism to organism, the rate of recognition of specific s
by the corresponding proteins is almost a constant quan
over different genomes, which can happen only when ther
a kind of compensation between the genomic size~N! and
the searching jump sizek. In this context, our model predict
that as the genomic size~N! increases, the jump sizek also
increases in order to keep the site-specific association
constant. This compensation phenomenon suggests a po
correlation between the genomic size and its closely pac
nature. Since hopping and intersegmental transfers are
much supported by a linear DNA, in due course of evoluti
DNA might have taken the present closely packed sup
coiled and supramolecular structure. One more evidence
observe is the compartmentalization of eukaryotic DNA b
nuclear membrane. Therefore, from these arguments we
conclude that a random jump condition is itself enough
drive the target-specific association of protein with DNA a
there is no need for the existence for correlation energy.
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FIG. 3. Variation of site-specific association ra
(r Kave ,mol21 s21) with respect to changes in DNA length~N in
base pairs! and jump size~k, in base pairs! ~when N and k are
independent quantities!, which clearly shows a constant nature
r Kave at higherN andk.
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